To: Division of Disability and Rehabilitative Services, Bureau of Developmental Disabilities advocacy organizations, providers, case managers and BDDS staff
From: Cathy Robinson, Director, Bureau of Developmental Disabilities Services
Re: Waiver redesign flyer now available
Date: February 26, 2020

Last week the Bureau of Developmental Disabilities Services made available a Waiver Redesign Meeting Toolkit, which included a discussion guide and PowerPoint presentation that our partners could use in meetings to share information and facilitate feedback about the BDDS waiver redesign initial concept paper. This week BDDS is adding a promotional flyer to the toolkit which outlines ways to provide feedback and stay informed about the waiver redesign project. The flyer also has a space where our partners can add their organization’s name to help showcase we are all working together to create a system of services that support individuals and families in living their vision of a good life.

The deadline to provide feedback about the waiver redesign is April, 17, 2020, and the meeting toolkit and flyer can be found in the documents section of the BDDS waiver redesign webpage.